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ABSTRACT

In 2011, Marc Andreessen of a16z famously said
“Software is eating the world”[1], and in 2017, Jensen
Huang, CEO of NVIDIA, has further extended that adage
to say “AI is going to eat the software”[2]. Fast forward to
today, we see that Machine Learning has become
ubiquitous – with the advent of foundational models and
readily available APIs built on top of them, a whopping
35% of companies around the world are already
leveraging machine learning in some capacity [3]. As the
adoption of machine learning continues to grow across the
industry, we hypothesize that a few challenges are bound
to surface that most machine learning product teams will
eventually navigate. In this talk, we plan to discuss key
recurring challenges that we’ve faced while leading teams
that are building machine learning products and offer our
insights in effectively addressing them.

For instance, 1) How do we build roadmaps such
that they balance both product and science goals? 2) How
do we adapt our roadmap to the evolving developments in
industry and academia? 3) How do we set goals when ML
driven product development is experimental in nature, and
doesn’t always offer certainty in KPI improvements? 4)
How do we define success in qualitative and quantitative
terms? 5) How do we ship ML products without losing
customer trust?

We will use our unique experience gained in
leading machine learning oriented product teams over the
last decade across organizations such as IBM Watson,
Amazon Alexa, Twitter Cortex and currently Etsy Search
to help draw parallels to recurring patterns of challenges
we’ve observed during our tenure. We will also share
anecdotes from our experience both from the engineering
and product management perspectives to further shed light
on how we approached these key problems and have
attempted to solve them.

POTENTIAL DISCUSSION POINTS
1) Stages of ML product development and lifecycle

management
2) Evolving a traditional software engineering team

to tackle ML problems

3) Avoiding Maslow’s hammer while building your
product roadmap

4) Effective strategies for setting OKRs while
accounting for innovation risk

5) Building transparency with customers when ML
isn’t perfect from the get go
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